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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

The State of Florida is known for many things: year-round sunshine, scenic beaches, and world-

class tourism.  Unfortunately, the state has also developed a reputation for running a tragically 

flawed and often discriminatory election system.  In combination with increasingly competitive 

political campaigns in one of the most racially diverse electorates in the country, the policies and 

practices of the state pose a grave threat to the full enjoyment of the right to vote.  This report 

catalogues some of the most significant episodes of Florida’s failures to comply with the law, 

which have become more pronounced since the Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County v. 

Holder – which limited the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act. 

 

Since 2013, the State has remained among the leaders in the country in crafting laws and policies 

with a sweeping negative effect on the right to vote.  The state has enacted legislation that has 

forced multiple changes to its election system – most of which have reduced or eliminated the 

ability of voters to exercise their right to vote.  The most significant examples include limits on 

the ability of groups to register new voters, narrowing the opportunity for returning citizens to 

renew their right to vote (despite a widely supported constitutional amendment to create this 

right), and undue burdens on the ability of voters to access ballots using the mail (an especially 

heightened challenge during the pandemic election of 2020).   

 

Without the fulsome preclearance review afforded by the Voting Rights Act, these issues cannot 

not be addressed meaningfully until long after these new state policies are in place and a lawsuit 

receives a full hearing.   Turning to traditional courtroom remedies for protection, citizens face a 

process that requires significantly more resources and tends not to yield immediate results.  

Meanwhile, the election cycles in Florida continue to move in the absence of these significant 

protections of the right to vote.  The result has been a story of Florida elections that fall quite 

short of the standard of free and fair, which cries out for new federal legislation that can 

adequately secure the voting rights of every citizen. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This report provides a summary and assessment of voting rights matters in the State of Florida, 

emphasizing events during the period since the U.S. Supreme Court’s announcement of Shelby 

County v. Holder.1  This key 2013 decision effectively dismantled the well-established 

administrative enforcement provisions of the Voting Rights Act that afforded fulsome 

protections against new state and local laws with the purpose or effect of retrogression of the 

enjoyment of the franchise.2  The purpose of this report is to catalogue the impact of this decision 

in the state and to offer guidance about a renewed oversight system. 

 
1 570 U.S. 529 (2013). 
2 Throughout this document, reference to two specific provisions of the original Voting Rights Act will be 

referenced.  The traditional civil rights litigation remedy is contained in Section 2 of the Act, prevents the use of 

district lines that deny minority voters an equal opportunity “to participate in the political process and to elect 

representatives of their choice.”  Section 2 is applicable to both intentional and unintended unfair electoral processes 

and policies with demonstrable discriminatory effects. Courts apply a test determine whether “districts are drawn in 

a manner that takes decisive political power away from a cohesive minority bloc otherwise at risk for 
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Since 2013, the political and social impact on Florida communities wrought by this major shift in 

the law was among the most significant in the country. The booming population in Florida is 

near the top in the nation in terms of its absolute numbers and its levels of racial and ethnic 

diversity.3  At the same time, this population has confronted some of the most severe efforts at 

the state and local levels to curtail electoral opportunity for both racial and language minority 

communities.  In a state well-known for close, competitive contests, the multiple efforts to limit 

access to voting has grave implications for election outcomes and the public’s confidence in the 

process. 

This report starts with a description of Florida’s changing demographics and then proceeds to a 

short recitation of the structure and history of the Voting Rights Act, viewed by many as the 

crown jewel legislation in the civil rights revolution.  While there has been a consistent trend 

toward expanding the VRA since 1965, with regard to the law’s geographic reach and in the 

substantive depth of its coverage, the most recent era of constitutional jurisprudence from the 

U.S. Supreme Court has adopted a more skeptical approach to the law’s application.  The 2013 

decision Shelby County v. Holder marks the clearest and most stark illustration of this new 

positioning under the Roberts Court.   

In the next section, the report turns to a review of the existing evidence in Florida’s record on 

voting rights that supported Congress’s bi-partisan reauthorization of temporary provisions of the 

Act in 2006.  The attention then moves to compare that historical record to the landscape for 

voting rights in Florida since 2013, after the Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County. This 

shift is noteworthy because it provides insight about the extent of Florida’s many failures to 

respect and expand the hard-won rights of voters since the elimination of robust federal 

protections.   

Sadly, the state has developed a very sobering, disturbing pattern of legislation and policymaking 

that reveals both an inattention to protecting these hard won rights and, in some cases, a renewed 

effort to reverse many of the important civil rights gains for voters of color.  Along the way, this 

report offers examples from some of the most significant civil rights cases that have been 

documented both in the judiciary and in the public discourse. 

Taken together, the picture that emerges of Florida is a state that has yet to embrace the core 

lessons that VRA enforcement embodies.  Without a renewed legislative answer to these ongoing 

concerns, the likelihood that these concerns will linger or worsen is quite palpable.  The rights of 

minority voters and the maintenance of a free and fair election system remain at high risk. 

I. DEMOGRAPHICS 

 
discrimination.”  The administrative remedy known as preclearance prohibits changes in law with the purpose or 

effect of abridging the right to vote, and it is contained in Section 5 of the Act.  In select jurisdictions (which were 

defined using a formula contained in Section 4), the provision freezes changes in election practices or procedures in 

areas across the country which had well-documented records of race discrimination in politics. New procedures 

were subject to review by the United States Attorney General or in the United States District Court for the District of 

Columbia. 
3 Florida’s population now exceeds 21 million people. See U.S. Census, “2020 Population and Housing 

State Data” https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/2020-population-and-housing-state-data.html.  

Further, the fastest growing metro region in the country during the last decade was Florida’s retirement community 

The Villages. Joseph Ax, “New U.S. Census Data Shows White Population Shrank for First Time” Reuters (Aug. 

12, 2021).  

https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/2020-population-and-housing-state-data.html
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Florida is one of the most racially diverse states in country, with approximately 45% of its 

population belonging to communities of color.4 About a quarter of the state population of more 

than 21 million is categorized by the U.S. Census as Hispanic while African Americans represent 

about 15% of the population.5  At the same time, the population of Florida is among the oldest in 

the country; the state well-exceeds the national average of its share of persons who are more than 

60 years old.6  The combination of the so-called Baby Boomer and Silent generations amount to 

more than 40% of all Floridians. 

Despite its relatively older and whiter population (both which are in decline at the national level), 

Florida continues to lead among all states in terms of its rapid rate of growth.7  The state has 

gained congressional seats in each redistricting cycle since the 1965 Voting Rights Act became 

law, including after the most recent Census brought its total number of U.S. House seats to 28.8  

Of the pre-Census delegation of Florida’s existing Congressional districts, minority political 

opportunity has led to the election of preferred candidates in a total of nine districts. They 

include four African American and five Hispanic officials.9  These gains are due in no small part 

to the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act, which has led to the establishment of election 

districts that provide opportunity to these communities. 

At the state policymaking level, the representation of communities of color in Florida is also 

noteworthy, again owing to the sound enforcement of the Voting Rights Act. Officeholding 

among people of color in the state legislature approaches or hits the mark of proportionality with 

the population among communities of color.10  Republicans are the majority party in both 

legislative chambers, and its caucus has members from both the African American and Hispanic 

delegations.  While African American members are roughly in line with their share of the 

population, Hispanic members are slightly underrepresented.   

Out of the 120 members of the Florida House of Representatives, a total of 21 African American 

members represent districts (thirteen of these seats are held by Black women, according to the 

Center for American Women and Politics)11 while Hispanic members of that same body are 

slightly underrepresented relative to their population at fifteen in number.12  In the 40-member 

Florida Senate, six African Americans (one of whom is a woman) and five Hispanic members 

 
4 See U.S. Census, “2020 Population and Housing State Data: Florida. 

”https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/interactive/2020-population-and-housing-state-data.html 
5 Id. Note that the term “Hispanic” is a term employed by the U.S. Census and generally refers to a 

community that utilizes the term Latino/a or Latinx.  For consistency, Hispanic will be applied throughout this 

document.  And while African American and Black are used interchangeably here; Florida’s population contains a 

significant community of residents of Haitian descent.  Sections of this document that focus on this population will 

specify Haitian or Haitian-American. 
6 Id. The median age in the state is 42.4, which is 10% higher than the national average of 38.5. 
7 Bobby Caina Calvan, “Florida Population Boom Boosts Its National Political Clout,” 

https://apnews.com/article/electoral-college-census-2020-florida-government-and-politics-

070dc93ae969a6f4ffa0518f33aa9ef9 (April 26, 2021). 
8 U.S. Census, 2020 Census: Apportionment of the U.S. House of Representatives, 

https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2021/dec/2020-apportionment-map.html  (April 26, 2021). 
9 See Florida House on Capitol Hill, Congressional Delegation from Florida, 

https://www.floridahousedc.org/congressional-delegation/. 
10 See Center for Youth Political Participation: The Florida Legislature, https://cypp.rutgers.edu/florida/. 
11 Id. 
12 Id. 

https://apnews.com/article/electoral-college-census-2020-florida-government-and-politics-070dc93ae969a6f4ffa0518f33aa9ef9
https://apnews.com/article/electoral-college-census-2020-florida-government-and-politics-070dc93ae969a6f4ffa0518f33aa9ef9
https://www.census.gov/library/visualizations/2021/dec/2020-apportionment-map.html
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currently serve.  Additionally, the current Lieutenant Governor, Jeanette Nunez, is the first 

person of Cuban ancestry to hold this office.13  

Florida’s Regions 

One way of understanding the political landscape within Florida is to divide the state into three 

different geographic regions.  The profile of each region represents the breadth of the state and 

the distinct communities and issues that predominate.  Starting in the north, the area of Florida’s 

Panhandle region (defined expansively to include the cities of Tampa, Tallahassee, and 

Jacksonville) is perhaps the most like its Deep South neighbors in Alabama and Georgia.14  

While the region’s population is growing at a higher than average rate than the rest of the 

country, these Florida counties tend to be more rural and not as densely populated as the rest of 

the state.15  This area tends to include Florida’s most politically conservative election districts, 

and these county populations are also among the least racially diverse.  African American people 

account for much of the region’s diversity, particularly in Duval and Leon Counties (both with 

major city centers).16  Northern Florida continues to grow, but not at the same high-octane pace 

as other regions. 

Florida’s central region along its I-4 corridor includes some of the fastest growing towns and 

cities in the state.  The dynamics in the tourist mecca that is Orlando, a hub in this rapidly 

growing region, reflect its more competitive trend in politics. With bell-weather counties like 

Hillsborough, the outcomes of most statewide contests often hinge on the level of turnout and the 

preferences of the voters who cast ballots in the central region.  Much of the growth in the 

middle of the state has been due to both in-migration of Americans living elsewhere (including 

Puerto Rico) as well as the resettling of people immigrating from countries in South and Central 

America.17  Insofar as many of the latter group pursue citizenship through naturalization, the 

regional growth here is even more pronounced than elsewhere.  Communities of these new 

Americans include large numbers of native Spanish speakers, and they have been critical in 

supporting the region’s economic and political evolution.18 

Finally, the largest population centers of the state can be found in the far south region of Florida, 

where Miami/Dade County is located. 19 Along with the neighboring Palm Beach and Broward 

Counties, Miami Dade has long been a population hub and a political powerhouse both in the 

region and the state.  Miami not only represents an international site of economic development 

but also (and relatedly) a unique crossroads for racial and ethnic culture.  In addition to the well-

documented presence and influence of the nation’s largest community of Cuban-American 

 
13 Florida Governor’s Office, About Jeanette Nunez, https://www.flgov.com/lieutenant-governor-jeanette-

nunez/. 
14 See Florida Times Union Opinion, Voters reshape the political landscape in northeast Florida, 

https://www.jacksonville.com/news/politics/2016-08-30/story/voters-reshape-political-landscape-northeast-florida 

(August 30, 2016). 
15 Daniel Weigel, Laura Tierny, “The Six Political States of Florida”, 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/politics/florida-political-geography/ (Sept. 8, 2020). 
16 Id. 
17 Id. 
18 Id. 
19 Anthony Man, “2020 is Over, but South Florida Top Political Developments Will Reverberate Long Into 

the Future,” https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/elections/fl-ne-2020-political-stories-future-impact-

20210102-igccvwqlarfz3bl77j6azbcf64-story.html (Jan. 2, 2021). 

https://www.jacksonville.com/news/politics/2016-08-30/story/voters-reshape-political-landscape-northeast-florida
https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/politics/florida-political-geography/
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/elections/fl-ne-2020-political-stories-future-impact-20210102-igccvwqlarfz3bl77j6azbcf64-story.html
https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/elections/fl-ne-2020-political-stories-future-impact-20210102-igccvwqlarfz3bl77j6azbcf64-story.html
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people in Little Havana, the area also includes significant numbers of Floridians who are of 

Haitian descent.20   

Both these communities add complex dimensions to the politics that prevail in the southern 

portion of the state.  The region is also marked by the influx of the so-called snowbirds, 

including people who have permanently relocated to southern Florida from states in the northeast 

following retirement.  As in Central Florida, this southern region often sees competitive elections 

because of the divergent politics of its constituent communities. However, it generally tends to 

bend relatively closer to the conservative end of the spectrum where statewide elections are 

concerned. 

II. HISTORY OF VOTING DISCRIMINATION IN FLORIDA 

Since its coverage under the special provisions of the VRA in 1975, Florida has been part of a 

federal enforcement regime designed to protect “language minority groups” against 

discriminatory practices and procedures in the election system.21  The application of Section 5 to 

Florida and states mostly in the southwest focused on assuring that election information was 

accessible to voters whose primary language was not English.   

In light of large numbers of naturalized citizens along with the presence of several groups of 

American citizens educated in schools where English did not predominate, Congress recognized 

the discriminatory effects of mandating English as the sole language used in official 

communications about the election process.  Accordingly, the law targeted areas of the country 

where such communities represented more than five percent of a jurisdiction’s voting age 

population.22  In these locations, language-accessible materials (including ballots, 

announcements, and educational materials) are required to assure that these voters can participate 

meaningfully in the political process.  

The intention behind strengthening the promise of the franchise to all Americans reflects the 

same spirit as the original enactment of the Voting Rights Act, which focused on ending 

discriminatory election rules that limited African American political activity in the Deep South. 

As the Senate concluded in 1975: 

The focus of the proposed legislation, in this regard, is to insure that the Act’s special 

temporary remedies are applicable to states and political subdivisions where (i) there has 

been evidenced a generally low voting turnout or registration rate and (ii) significant 

concentrations of minorities with native languages other than English reside. The 

provisions of S. 1279 accomplish this goal by expanding the definition of ‘test or device ’

to include the conduct of English only elections where large numbers of language 

minority persons live. In these newly covered areas, where severe voting discrimination 

was documented, S. 1279 would, for ten years, mandate bilingual elections, make 

applicable the Section 5 preclearance provisions, and authorize the appointment of 

Federal examiners and observers by the Attorney General.23 

Five out of the 67 counties in Florida were identified by the U.S. Justice Department to qualify 

for Section 5 protections based on the size of their language minority populations – Collier, 

 
20 Id.   
21 Act of Aug. 6, 1975, Pub. L. No. 94-73, 89 Stat. 400 (1975).   
22 Id. 
23 S. REP. NO. 94-295, at 9 (1975), as reprinted in 1975 U.S.C.C.A.N. 774, 775.   
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Hardee, Hendry, Hillsborough, and Monroe.24  The designation was based on a legislative record 

showing that the level of voter registration and participation in these counties during the 1972 

presidential election along with the use of English literacy tests for qualification were indicators 

of the type of language discrimination Congress sought to address.25  As “covered jurisdictions,” 

subsequent proposed changes in law or practice that would affect voting in these counties 

(including any statewide changes) required federal review and permission before they could be 

enforced.26   

Though temporary in nature, the designations endured over decades with each legislative 

renewal of the VRA’s special provisions.  Congress extended the same coverage designations 

both in 1982 and again in 2006, leaving the original details of its targeting formula in place.27  

While allowing the opportunity for all covered jurisdictions to bail out of the system upon a 

sustained showing of improved voter participation and affirmative efforts to include language 

minorities in the political system, Congress also concluded that its sustained effort to maintain 

local compliance with U.S. Constitution (particularly in light of examples of continued state 

evasion and non-compliance) remained necessary.  

Following Congress ’bipartisan reauthorization of the Act in 2006, the first in which Republicans 

controlled all phases of the legislative process, the U.S. Supreme Court heard a challenge to the 

constitutionality of Section 5 in NAMUDNO v. Holder.28  In that case, a special purpose utility 

district questioned the applicability of the preclearance requirement to the jurisdiction’s proposed 

change to elections.  The Court dismissed this challenge, but its opinion included decidedly tepid 

views about the operation of Section 5 that raised serious doubts about the legitimacy of its 

coverage provision framework.  The Court interpreted the provision in a manner that avoided 

serious constitutional questions, but it also opened the door to a subsequent challenge on the 

renewed provision. 

The NAMUDNO decision’s invitation to review the law was met only years later, when the Court 

heard Shelby County.  There, an Alabama county raised the direct question about whether the 

law ought to be upheld for continued enforcement.  Notwithstanding its vintage and respect in 

prior cases, the Court found that the 2006 authorization was no longer viable insofar as the 

legislative findings of discriminatory behavior did not support the scope of the coverage area.  

Even while Alabama and many of its 67 covered counties had committed preclearance violations 

in recent years, the Court majority viewed the lack of more recent data on discriminatory conduct 

as a problem because the design of the federal law treated states differently in the enforcement 

scheme without sufficient cause.29   

The legal theory animating this decision appealed to the notion that states are entitled to equal 

dignity and treatment, a principle which the challenged statute apparently failed to respect by 

continuing to target states that had offended the Constitution in 1965.30  Evidence of improved 

 
24 Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975, 40 Fed Reg. 43,746 (Sept. 23. 1975) (designating Hardee, 

Hillsborough and Monroe); Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975, 41 Fed. Reg. 34,329 (Aug. 13, 1976) 

(designating Collier and Hendry). 
25 Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975, 41 Fed. Reg. 34,329.   
26 Id. 
27 See Kareem Crayton and Jane Junn, Five Justices, Section 4 & Three Ways Forward in Voting Rights, 9 

DUKE J. OF CONST. LAW & PUB. POL. 113, (2013).  
28 Id.  
29 Id. 
30 Id. 
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levels of registration and voting (both likely products of the VRA’s enforcement) in these states 

raised questions about maintaining the same coverage framework decades later.  While the Court 

did not object to Congress ’inherent authority to vindicate the right to vote through legislation 

(which would have departed from well-established law dating back to the start of the 20th 

Century), the decision called for a more searching quantum of present evidence to support an 

oversight system that distinguishes some states from others for special enforcement. 

 A. Pre-2006 Discrimination in Florida 

The report on Florida offered in support of the 2006 VRA renewal provides a very 

comprehensive record of voting rights activity in the state that established a strong case for 

prolonged federal oversight.31  The 2006 report describes three different categories of activity in 

Florida – (1) state reapportionment decisions and policies that were subject to preclearance 

objections by the Justice Department, (2) preclearance objections lodged against Florida’s 

election administration policies, and (3) a series of non-objection activity in the state that is 

linked to racial discrimination.  A brief review of the pertinent findings from that report follows: 

Florida was found to have violated Section 5 of the VRA in drawing legislative district maps on 

multiple occasions, dating back to the 1990s.32  In 1992, the Department of Justice lodged a 

preclearance objection due to the state’s failure to create state senate districts that accounted for 

minority political opportunity in Hillsborough County.  The objection specifically noted that the 

state’s apparent intention behind designing its preferred districts was “protecting white 

incumbents.”33   

In the 2000 cycle, Florida again faced a DOJ objection based on the way the state configured 

districts for its House of Representatives. The core of the legal problem this time was the state’s 

lack of attention to the interests of Hispanic voters living in Collier County.34  In the 

preclearance objections entered during both these redistricting cycles, the federal action led to 

the state’s decision to create new minority opportunity districts, which improved political 

representation for voters of color.   

With respect to election administration matters, the 2006 report cited Florida’s record of 

receiving multiple federal preclearance objections based on issues associated with its handling of 

ballot access policies. The first federal objection was interposed on a proposed statewide change 

that would have limited a voter’s ability to request assistance while marking a ballot at the 

polling place.35 The policy explicitly violated federal laws that protect against language 

discrimination.  The Department concluded that this proposed change would have the effect of 

impeding the ability of voters who desired language assistance.36   

The second objection struck various statutory changes contained in Florida’s 1998 election 

reform package, which was ostensibly aimed at deterring voter fraud.  In its assessment of the 

bill, the DOJ concluded that the proposed changes would more severely disadvantage language 

minority voters – particularly those who might choose to cast absentee ballots compared to in-

 
31 See JoNel Newman, “Voting Rights In Florida 1982-2006.,”  www.RenewtheVRA.org. (Mar., 2006). 
32 Id. at 9. 
33 Id. at 9-10.  
34 Id. at 11. 
35  
36  
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person voting.  The likely negative impact of this policy on communities of color compared to 

other voters was sufficient to trigger the objection.  

Finally, the report noted instances where no formal federal objection issued against Florida, but 

the jurisdiction unilaterally altered course due to preliminary questions raised by DOJ.  In these 

cases of “compromised compliance” with federal directives, additional inquiries from the 

Department about the likely impact of the law highlighted matters that Florida officials might 

have ignored otherwise as they weighed the benefits and costs of these policies and practices.  

This dialogue between federal and state officials proved effective in multiple cases, including a 

proposed absentee ballot change in 1998 (a law that was rescinded after DOJ references to 

concerns lodged by third parties who would be adversely affected by the proposal).   

Even in cases where preclearance was ultimately granted, as with measures reforming Florida’s 

election process after the now historic 2000 Presidential election, the exchanges with local 

officials led the state to formally embrace specific interpretations of the law.  Where Florida 

agreed to apply the law in a manner that would avoid further legal queries, the impact of federal 

enforcement leveraged administrative decisions that might otherwise have required lengthy 

adjudication.  In all, the non-objection activity involving Florida produced significant evidence 

that oversight and engagement made a significant difference in the protection of the franchise for 

minority voters.  

As the 2006 report described it: 

This process often provides the public with its only opportunity to review and comment 

on the new law’s fairness to minorities. On some occasions, this “second look” 

occasioned by the Section 5 review process has resulted in substantive changes that 

protect minority voting rights without the necessity of a Department of Justice 

objection.37 

While these examples were largely covered in the press and not formally adjudicated, they build 

the context of the political environment that prevails in many Florida elections.  The presence of 

sustained racial appeals in campaigns and governance, the examples of sustained racially 

polarized voting, and instances of election intimidation described in the report are all closely 

connected to the circumstantial factors that carry great weight in the analysis of whether a certain 

policy operates in practice as illegal vote dilution or denial. 

The conclusion of the report on pre-Shelby County Florida conveys the very cautionary note that 

rightly spurred Congress to action in 2006.  Just as with the well-known controversies involving 

the contested presidential election of 2000, the damage to public’s confidence in a functioning 

election system was the most disturbing consequence of the many discriminatory policies and 

practices found in the state.  The writers of the 2006 report noted the danger of removing the key 

protection that prevented many of these laws from taking effect: 

The lingering effects of Florida’s recent – and nationally prominent – voting failures have 

eroded confidence in Florida’s electoral system, particularly among its minority voters. 

While Section 5 is not a panacea, maintaining a framework of federal scrutiny for 

Florida’s voting changes is important in regaining and retaining public confidence in the 

system. It is also vital in ensuring that voting changes are scrutinized for their fairness to 

minority voters. Sections 203 and 4(f)(4) continue to be essential to guarantee an 

 
37 2006 Report, at 15. 
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opportunity for meaningful participation in the electoral process by Florida’s language 

minorities.38 

 B. Post Shelby County Landscape in Florida 

The world of elections since Shelby County has resurrected many of the legal and practical 

challenges that minority voters faced before 1965, with state and local decisions showing very 

little if any regard for the likely effects of new policies on communities with history of 

marginalization and exclusion.  Indeed, there is some evidence in some cases that the negative 

effects are not simply a collateral effect but the intended result of these new policies.   

On the heels of the Supreme Court’s decision, for example, Florida officials have enacted a 

flurry of new election law policies– often in the face of express objections from minority 

communities.  Many of these changes in law, including annexations and regulations that reverse 

longstanding improvements in the election system that would have been challenged under the 

preclearance regime.   

The widespread trend of legislating to roll back voting rights gains has presented heightened 

concerns for the civil rights bar as well.  With fewer points of leverage to encourage local 

officials to adopt more equitable policies, civil rights groups and other fair elections advocates 

have been pressed to file substantially larger numbers of lawsuits, often with little chance of 

halting the application of unlawful policies before an impending election.  Further, plaintiffs now 

must expend resources to conduct full-scale expert analyses that demonstrate the disparate racial 

effects of these new laws in court.   

The political effect of these changes should not be underestimated; even when a policy is 

subsequently declared invalid by a court, election results remain unaffected.  Accordingly, the 

incentive exists for actors to adopt future policies that can shift election outcomes.  In a state 

with several political contests decided by slim margins, even relatively minor shifts in policy can 

make the difference between a preferred candidate winning and losing a campaign.  Assuring 

free and fair elections is of paramount importance, but the developments since 2013 have raised 

serious concerns about the commitment to the principle.  

The effect of Shelby County v. Holder was most immediately apparent in litigation that was 

pending against voter suppression in Florida at the time the decision issued.  In Mi Familia Vota 

Education Fund, et al. v. Detzner, No. 8:12-cv-1294 (M.D. Fla. filed June 8, 2012), plaintiffs had 

sought injunctive relief against a purge of voters whose citizenship could not be verified using 

inaccurate procedures and demonstrably incomplete information maintained by the Florida 

Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.  See Mi Familia Vota Education Fund, et 

al. v. Detzner, No.8:12-cv-1294, Complaint at 2 (M.D. Fla. June 8, 2012).  The state had failed to 

preclear the procedure under Section 5, and in 2012, the District Court denied a motion to 

dismiss, rejecting Florida’s argument that the state as a whole could not be enjoined when only 

five counties were subject to VRA preclearance requirements.  See Mi Familia Vota Education 

Fund, et al. v. Detzner, No.  8:12-cv-1294 (M.D. Fla. Sept. 18, 2012).   

However, less than a month after the Supreme Court’s decision in Shelby County, the District 

Court dismissed the action with prejudice in its entirety, denying plaintiffs ’request not to 

dismiss claims that did not rely on the preclearance coverage formula.  See Mi Familia Vota 

 
38 Id. at 37. 
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Education Fund, et al. v. Detzner.39  The policy was immune from further preclearance review, 

leaving affected communities to turn to the slower, more expensive traditional litigation 

remedies to address these concerns.   

The Florida legislature has also demonstrated a commitment to evade compliance with 

constitutional limits on election law, only pausing in the face of direct orders from the courts.  In 

League of Women Voters of Fla. v. Detzner, 172 So. 3d 363 (Fla. 2015), the Florida Supreme 

Court affirmed that the Florida legislature had violated a Florida Constitutional Amendment that 

prohibited partisan gerrymandering.  The Court stated succinctly, “partisan gerrymanders are 

incompatible with democratic principles” and “voters should choose their representatives, not the 

other way around.” Id. at 370 (quoting Ariz. State Legis. v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 

576 U.S. 787, 791, 824 (2015) (alterations by quoting court).  As the trial court found, and the 

Florida Supreme Court affirmed, a group of partisan political consultants “conspire[d] to 

manipulate and influence the redistricting process” by submitting comments and maps through 

strawmen “that would favor the Republican Party,” and the legislature “cooperate[d] and 

collaborat[ed]” with that plan.  Id. at 376¬-77.  The Florida Supreme Court ordered that eight 

districts be redrawn.  Id. at 416. 

In the post-Shelby County regime of voting rights legislation, the federal judiciary has also 

considered multiple cases involving ballot access from Florida.  In Madera v. Detzner, for 

example, the district court considered whether Florida officials must provide Spanish-language 

ballots and assistance to Puerto Rican voters who wish to vote, but who are not educated 

primarily in English.40  The district court ruled that, under the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Florida 

officials must do so.  Specifically, the legislation requires non-English ballots for citizens 

educated in American schools in a language other than English—a category that includes 

Spanish-speaking voters educated in Puerto Rican schools.  The district court granted in part the 

plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction in that counties must provide signage, sample 

facsimile ballots, and notice in Spanish on their websites.41   

In League of Women Voters of Florida, Inc. v. Detzner, the Northern District of Florida granted a 

preliminary injunction and invalidated an Opinion issued by Florida Secretary of State Kenneth 

Detzner that categorically barred early voting on any university or college campus and, therefore, 

violated the U.S. Constitution.42 The district court ruled that all the elements for preliminary 

injunction were met and also noted that the Opinion would result in roadblocks to younger voters 

exercising their right to vote, which would not serve the public interest43. 

 
39 No. 8:12-cv-1294 (M.D. Fla. July 24, 2013). 
40 325 F. Supp. 3d 1269 (N.D. Fla. 2018). 
41 The district court denied in part the motion for preliminary injunction insofar as the counties were not 

required to provide official Spanish-language ballots and other relief requested by plaintiffs in the 2018 mid-term 

election, which the court deemed infeasible at the late juncture at which the preliminary injunction was sought. 

Madera, 325 F. Supp. 3d at 1284. After the 2018 election, the court granted additional preliminary injunctive relief 

requiring Spanish-language official ballots and other voting materials and assistance in Spanish. Order, 2019 WL 

2077037 (May 10, 2019). 

42 314 F. Supp. 3d 1205 (N.D. Fla. 2018). 
43 Id. at 1224-25 
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In Democratic Executive Committee of Florida v. Detzner, the Northern District court considered 

“whether Florida’s law that allowed county election officials to reject vote-by-mail and 

provisional ballots for mismatched signatures—with no standards, an illusory process to cure, 

and no process to challenge the rejection—passe[d] constitutional muster.”44  The district court 

ruled that, while it was decidedly not ordering county canvassing boards to count (sight unseen) 

every mismatched vote, it was directing county supervisors of elections to allow those voters 

who should have had an opportunity to cure their ballots to cure their vote-by-mail and provision 

ballots immediately – before the second official results were fully counted.45   

Finding that the Florida law did not pass constitutional muster, the district court granted 

plaintiffs’ motion for preliminary injunction in that case, providing limited relief for a limited 

number of affected voters. See also Dem. Exec. Comm. Of Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312 (11th Cir. 

2019) (denying a motion for emergency stay of the district court’s order providing the plaintiffs, 

who had cast votes by mail, with a 48-hour period to cure a signature mismatch so that their 

votes could be timely counted in an election).46   

 
44 347 F. Supp. 3d 1017, 1022 (N.D. Fla. 2018). 
45 Id. at 1032. 
46 In Democratic Executive Committee of Florida, 915 F.3d at 1315 (which automatically substituted Laurel 

M. Lee as Florida’s Secretary of State for Ken Detzner, who was Florida’s Secretary of State during the district 

court’s review), the Eleventh Circuit court considered Florida’s practice of counting vote-by-mail ballots only after 

verifying that the voter’s signature provided with the ballot matches the voter’s signature in the state’s records.  The 

court explained: 

Although this practice is designed to prevent fraud, signature mismatches occur for a variety of 

reasons—including purely innocent ones.  And Florida’s lack of standards or formal training 

requirements for those who assess the signatures as mismatched can also contribute to false 

positives for signature mismatches.  So the fact that a Florida election official may decide a voter’s 

signature provided with her ballot does not match her signature in the state’s records does not 

necessarily mean her vote is fraudulent and should not be counted. 

But Florida’s election code allows for just that.  Because of the way Florida has scheduled its 

election process, some voters who submit a vote-by-mail ballot by the stated deadline are not 

notified about a signature mismatch until after it is too late to demonstrate their eligibility to vote.  

As a result, their votes do not count, and they are disenfranchised. 

Dem. Exec. Comm. of Fla., 915 F.3d at1315.  The district court entered an order providing the plaintiffs 

with a 48-hour period to cure signature mismatches.  The defendants, the National Republican Senatorial 

Committee (“NRSC”), the Florida Secretary of State and the Florida Attorney General, appealed the district 

court’s order and the NRSC sought an emergency stay of the order. Id.  The Eleventh Circuit majority 

opinion denied the NRSC’s motion to stay the order. Id.  The defendants appeal was later deemed moot, as 

the state laws had changed; specifically, S.B. 7066 was signed into law in June 2019 and provided for 

formal signature-match training and also provided that rejected mail-in votes and provisional votes may be 
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The Brennan Center for Justice operates a dynamic website, the “Voting Rights Litigation 

Tracker”, which aggregates all active and recently disposed litigation in both state and federal 

courts pertaining to voters’ ability to cast their ballots.47  The Brennan Center website tracks 

these recent cases, describes the basis for the challenges, and monitors the case status.  In 2020, 

for example, cases were filed in connection with vote-by-mail postal services delivery practices 

that adversely impact the delivery of election mail, vote-by-mail ballot distribution with prepaid 

postage, voter registration deadline extensions, etc. 

 

3. Other Disenfranchising Methods:  Felony Disqualification Policy 

While the text of the 14th Amendment appears to limit the ability to disqualify a citizen from 

voting to cases involving insurrection, the U.S. Supreme Court has interpreted the provision to 

generally uphold state provisions that deny the ballot to persons convicted of various classes 

felonies.  Exceptions apply in cases where a state has adopted an arbitrary and capricious method 

of categorizing crimes that would disqualify a voter.  Additionally, the federal judiciary has 

dismissed various voting rights challenges to state provisions that highlight the well-documented 

racial disparities that are linked to who is charged and convicted of disqualifying offenses.   

In Johnson v. Governor of State of Florida, plaintiffs filed a class action against the Florida 

Clemency Board on behalf of all Florida citizens who had been convicted of a felony and had 

completed all terms of their incarceration, probation, and parole, but who were barred from 

voting under Florida’s felon disenfranchisement law.48   

The action relied on the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause and Section 2 of the 

Voting Rights Act of 1965 to challenge Florida’s felony disenfranchisement law.  The action 

relied on the Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause and Section 2 of the Voting Rights 

Act of 1965 to challenge Florida’s felon disenfranchisement law.  In a mixed opinion, the 

Eleventh Circuit court majority found that the plaintiffs failed to demonstrate that a facially-

neutral law (i.e., the state’s disenfranchisement law) was adopted with the intent to discriminate 

against a racial group in violation of the Equal Protection Clause.  In turn, the court majority 

reasoned that Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965—which permits challenges to voting 

qualifications—did not apply to Florida’s felon disenfranchisement law. 

In response to these developments, activists in several states have launched campaigns to reduce 

or eliminate the impact of these laws through new legislation.  In a bi-partisan manner, these 

campaigns have highlighted the importance of offering people who have completed their 

incarceration period a second chance to participate in the full exercise of citizenship.  This effort 

 
cured until 5:00 pm on the second day after the election. Dem. Exec. Comm. of Fla. v. Nat’l Republican 

Senatorial Comm., 950 F.3d 790, 793 (11th Cir. 2020). 

47 Voting Rights Litigation Tracker 2020, Brennan Center for Justice, https://www.brennancenter.org/our-

work/court-cases/voting-rights-litigation-tracker-2020#Florida (May 28, 2021; Voting Rights Litigation Tracker 

2021, Brennan Center for Justice , https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voting-rights-

litigation-tracker-2021#florida (June 9, 2021). 

48 405 F.3d 1214 (11th Cir. 2005). 

https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/court-cases/voting-rights-litigation-tracker-2020#Florida
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/court-cases/voting-rights-litigation-tracker-2020#Florida
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voting-rights-litigation-tracker-2021#florida
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voting-rights-litigation-tracker-2021#florida
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has resulted in a more limited application of disqualification laws in most states, leaving only 11 

that impose disqualification beyond the person’s actual service of incarceration or supervised 

release. 

Florida, which permanently disqualified persons based on a felony conviction unless the 

Clemency Board issues a pardon, has the distinction among Section 5 jurisdictions of reversing 

course through a public ballot measure.  In 2018, more than 65% of the electorate agreed to 

approve Amendment 4 to Florida’s Constitution.  The recently enacted provision directs state 

authorities to restore the rights of large classes of persons once their criminal convictions had 

been resolved.  The potential impact on increasing opportunity for voter participation is difficult 

to overstate.  Between 2010 and 2016, the number of disenfranchised Floridians grew by nearly 

150,000 people to an estimated 1,686,000 in total and, in 2016, more than one in five of Florida’s 

Black voting-age population was disenfranchised.  The passage of Amendment 4 resulted in the 

automatic restoration of voting rights to as many as 1.4 million of these Floridians. 

Providing assistance to these “returning citizens” was a particular accomplishment in light of the 

snail-paced efforts by the state’s clemency board to even consider applications for readmission.  

Under the prior system, an applicant needed to complete a series of steps even to be eligible for 

an individualized review for rights restoration.  Worse yet, the reviewing body scheduled its 

sessions very sparingly, contributing to a severe backlog of tens of thousands of pending cases.  

And even when the clemency panel convened to conduct a review, an applicant under the prior 

system was very unlikely to receive a favorable result.  The frequency of the panel’s positive 

ruling on case, according to one review of its record was less than 10% of the time. 

Amendment 4 set out to make this process more transparent and efficient by creating a 

categorical eligibility upon return from the corrections system to become a voter.  However, the 

state legislature next adopted statutes that seriously curtail the impact of the new provision.  On 

June 28, 2019, Gov. Ron DeSantis signed Senate Bill 7066, which “prohibited returning 

citizens from voting unless they pay off all legal financial obligations (LFOs) imposed by a 

court pursuant to a felony conviction, including LFOs converted to civil obligations, even if they 

cannot afford to pay.” Even if the formal sentence of the applicant were completed, these fines 

and fees needed to be resolved completely before becoming eligible for rights restoration.   

For people emerging from a period of unemployment, an additional requirement to repay 

hundreds to thousands of dollars as a prerequisite for restoration would effectively bar them from 

the ballot box.  According to one report on the limiting provision, the legislation to limit 

Amendment 4 applied to approximately 80% of all returning citizens, who owe some sort of fee 

related to their past conviction, meaning the legislation would qualify as the greatest single 

disenfranchisement measure in the state’s history.  An analysis by the Tampa Bay Times/Miami 

Herald and ProPublica also noted the major dampening effect associated with measure; it found 

that at least 31,400 people with felony convictions have registered to vote since Amendment 4 

took effect, well below what supporters of the amendment had hoped. About half of them were 

Black.” 

Perhaps the most pernicious aspect of this measure is that Florida lacks any unified system that 

allows a person to track their outstanding fines and fees.  By the state’s own admission, the 

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2019/07066
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records are not organized in a manner that even permits officials to definitively state who owes 

fees or how much those fees might be.  As one report noted: 

The law may affect as many as seven hundred and seventy thousand Florida residents, about half 

of whom are Black. In many cases, the totals came to thousands of dollars. The burden was not 

just large but uncertain: state officials testified that they had no way of knowing how much 

money felons owe, or whether they have paid; those calculations would take six years or so to 

complete. 

Unsurprisingly, the implementation of Amendment 4 in Florida also has not been without further 

challenge.  In Jones v. Governor of Florida, the Eleventh Circuit court considered whether the 

financial condition read into Amendment 4 in 2019 violated the U.S. Constitution.49  

Specifically, the amendment effectively restored the voting rights of convicted felons on the 

condition that they complete all the terms of their criminal sentences, including imprisonment, 

probation, and payment of any fines, fees, costs, and restitution.50 The plaintiffs argued that (i) 

the financial requirement embedded in the amendment violated the Equal Protection Clause of 

the Fourteenth Amendment as applied to felons who cannot afford to pay the requirement 

amounts, and that it imposes a tax on voting in violation of the Twenty-Fourth Amendment; (ii) 

the laws governing felon re-enfranchisement and voter fraud are void for vagueness; and (iii) 

Florida has denied felons procedural due process by adopting requirements that make it difficult 

to determine whether they are eligible to vote. Id.  In a mixed opinion, the majority rejected each 

of the plaintiffs ’challenges.51   

 4. Vote By Mail Policy 

Florida has been on the leading edge of permitting voters to participate prior to Election 

Day.  An increasing number of states have moved toward increasing access to the franchise 

through absentee mail balloting, in which the voter writes, calls, or goes online to request an 

absentee ballot from their local election authority. In some places, voters need an excuse for the 

absentee ballot such as being sick or out of the state on Election Day. Elsewhere, voters can 

obtain an absentee ballot without stating any reason or the state takes the affirmative step of 

mailing absentee ballots to all registered voters. These systems are generally referred to as No-

Excuse Absentee balloting or Voting by Mail (VBM). 

In the systems that do not employ universal balloting, the voters usually are asked to 

provide their name and address to an elections officer. Upon receipt of the voter’s request for a 

mailed ballot, local election authorities send a ballot to the voter at the home address and 

provides one security envelope for the ballot that keeps the vote choice private and another 

 
49 975 F.3d 1016 (11th Cir. 2020). 
50 Id. at 1025. 
51 But see Jones v. Governor of Florida, 950 F.3d 795 (11th Cir. 2020) (affirming the district court’s 

preliminary injunction enjoining the defendants from preventing the plaintiffs from voting based solely on their 

genuine inability to pay legal financial obligations). 
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envelope into which the sealed ballot is placed. The voter signs the outside of the second 

envelope to certify he or she is a registered voter. 

Once the ballot is completed and returned by the voter, local election authorities check the name 

of the voter to make sure the person is registered to vote and is casting a ballot from the address 

registered with the election authority. When those facts have been confirmed in a certification 

review, officials then remove and separate the sealed ballot from the outside envelope containing 

the voter signature to preserve the confidentiality of the voter’s preferences. On Election Day, 

states count the mail ballots and add the results to the votes of those individuals who cast their 

ballots in person. 

Mail balloting as a policy has gained popularity among voters who tend to prefer avoiding waits 

in line at the polling place to cast ballots and value the option of deciding to vote at their 

convenience in the period leading to election day. Fifty-nine percent of respondents in one poll 

support holding elections by mail. And there are great benefits to government as well, since the 

reform saves time and resources for managing polling places, not to mention the protection of the 

public health during a major pandemic.  The growing use of mail ballots shows how substantially 

the election environment has changed in recent years and why voters should pay close attention 

to voting reforms in their particular states. 

Notwithstanding evidence that the policy of voting by mail on its own carries a partisan 

advantage, some states including Florida have implemented changes in the system that tend to 

burden communities of color more than others. Nearly a third of Floridians cast their ballots by 

mail instead of in-person voting on Election Day.  However, Florida also rejects an excessive 

number of VBM ballots compared to other states.52  Rejection rates increased in the 2018 

General Election, despite the introduction of opportunities to cure rejected ballots.  More than 

one out of every 100 VBM ballots was ultimately rejected – 32,176 ballots went uncounted. To 

put this into perspective, Florida’s 2018 Gubernatorial race was decided by 32,463 votes. 

Analysis from the 2016 and 2018 elections illustrates that voting by mail in Florida is neither 

reliable in execution, nor equitable from a racial fairness perspective.53  Tens of thousands of 

voters see their VBM ballots rejected each election based on unreliable judgments that they do 

not meet a signature match standard.  In the flawed process of “signature matching”, the decision 

depends upon an untrained person’s assessment that a reviewed signed document does not 

sufficiently resemble signature from the voter that was submitted digitally when the voter 

originally registered.   

 
52  For charts showing the voting methods of large, mid-size and rural, and small counties, see infra 

Appendices A.1, A.2, and A.3, p. 64 - 66. 

53 For charts showing the VBM performance of large, mid-size and rural, and small counties, see infra 

Appendices B.1, B.2, and B.3, p. 67 - 69. 
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An advisory report summarizing the problems with the system described the concerns in this 

way: 

Signature matching is the primary form of authentication for mail in ballots.  Election 

officer workers with decision making authority regarding signature matches are often 

untrained, and many potentially legal votes are discarded.  Mail in ballot rejections due to 

signature mismatch may have a determinative effect on close elections.  Passage of 

SB7066 provided for standardized signature matching training by the Secretary of State 

to elections supervisors and canvassing board members.  People’s signatures change over 

time, and may not be a reliable form of identification.54 

The Legislature attempted to improve this arbitrary review system by allowing voters to “cure” 

rejected ballots by affidavit.  Of course, the success of any ability to cure depends upon notice, 

which has been substantially limited both by the ability of state officers to track and report these 

issues in a timely way along with the well-documented problems of on-time delivery with the 

postal system. Not surprisingly then, in 2018, the rejection rate of VBM ballots has increased. 

And there are significant differences in remedying a ballot issue when one considers race. For 

example, the current cure rate of ballots in the most populous areas of South Florida -- across 

Broward, Palm Beach, and Miami-Dade, is 43.7% among Black voters, 48.4% for Hispanic 

voters and 65.67% among white voters.”55 

As experts reports have amply illustrated, there is a heightened risk of having a VBM ballot 

rejected based upon age56, race57 and county.58  Black voters, who are already more skeptical of 

voting by mail, have seen their mailed ballots rejected twice as often as their white neighbors.  

Young voters, between 18 and 21 years old, saw their mailed ballots rejected 2.5 times as often 

as other voters.  Even uniformed service members stationed away from home, who have 

additional legal protections, saw their mailed ballots rejected more than three times as often as 

others voting by mail.59  While these disparities continued from 2016 to 2018, rejection rates 

increased for every demographic. 

 
54 Voting Rights and Voter Disenfranchisement in Florida, FLA. ADVISORY COMM. (Oct. 2020), 

https://www.usccr.gov/files/2020-10-06-FL-Voting-Rights-Advisory-Memo.pdf. at 11. 

55 Black and Hispanic voters more likely to have ballots rejected, SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL 

(October 28, 2020, 6:54 PM), https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/elections/fl-ne-across-florida-black-

brown-spoiled-ballots-high-rate-20201028-r4smpp3iljalfptxeer27l7kca-story.html 
56 For charts showing the VBM by age of large, mid-size and rural, and small counties, see infra 

Appendices C.1, C.2, and C.3, p. 70 - 72. 

57 For charts showing the VBM by race of large, mid-size and rural, and small counties, see infra 

Appendices D.1, D.2, and D.3, p. 73 - 75. 

58 For a chart showing the VBM by age, race and county, see infra Appendix E, p. 76. 

59 For a chart showing the VBM rejection by ballot delivery (2018), see infra Appendix F, p. 77. 

https://www.usccr.gov/files/2020-10-06-FL-Voting-Rights-Advisory-Memo.pdf
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III. Post 2020 Voting Rights Bills in Florida 

In early May 2021, Governor DeSantis approved and signed Florida Senate Bill SB 90, making 

multiple changes to the State’s election laws.  Many of these provisions track some of the most 

repressive measures in states where the outcome of statewide races (including the presidential 

contest) had margins smaller than 1% of all ballots cast.  The purported reason for Florida’s 

activity was to assure that elections remain secure and free from corruption, but the 

overwhelming assessment of observers is that the effect of these laws curtail legitimate efforts to 

support voter participation in the political process.  In response to the bill, numerous nonprofit 

and civil rights and advocacy organizations have filed lawsuits attacking various aspects of the 

law.  Challenged provisions include: 

i. The Secure Drop Box Restriction.  While the use of secure drop boxes in the November 

2020 General Election was a core element of an efficiently run election, SB 90 restricts 

the use of secure drop boxes for early return mail ballots.  E.g., SB 90 prohibits election 

supervisors from operating drop boxes on the Sunday before election day, unless they 

elect to have early voting on that Sunday or to divert staff to monitoring drop boxes at 

Supervisors of Elections (“SOE”) offices during the critical final preparations for election 

day – a restriction that would diminish programs such as “Souls to the Polls” campaigns 

on the Sunday before Election Day to encourage people to drop their ballots in secure 

drop boxes after Sunday church services.  SB 90 also requires all secure drop boxes to be 

monitored in person by an employee of the supervisor’s office, which will limit severely 

the number of drop boxes available to voters due to the costs of continuously staffing 

drop boxes. See Complaint at 53-58, Florida Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 

4:21-cv-201, Complaint at 53-58 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021).  SB 90 outright prohibits the 

use of drop boxes outside early voting hours except, in effect, at a single location per 

county in most counties.  See League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., 

No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 36-37 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021).  The plaintiffs in Fla. 

State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187, (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021) 

explain that these restrictions will disproportionately affect Black and Latino voters and 

voters with disabilities. Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-

187, Complaint at 39-40 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). 

ii. The Voter Registration Disclaimer.  SB 90 requires third-party voter registration 

organizations to inform registrants that their registrations may not arrive on time to 

enable them to vote – a disclaimer intended to have chilling effect on third-party voter 

registration organizations.  The voter registration efforts are important to reaching 

historically disenfranchised voters, including those in the Black and Latino communities, 

and helping them exercise their right to vote.  SB 90 imposes a series of other changes 

that will impair the ability of organizations to register new voters. See Florida Rising 

Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-201, Complaint at 59-61 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 
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2021).  In addition, the disclaimer constitutes compels political speech by voter 

registration organizations and undermines their private speech and associational activity.  

See Harriet Tubman Freedom Fighters Corp. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-242, 

Complaint at 1-2, 31-40 (N.D. Fla. June 14, 2021); League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. 

et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 62-64 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021).  

Plaintiffs in League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, 

(N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021) allege, “The likely purpose, and ultimate effect, of the 

[Disclaimer] will be to discourage Floridians to register to vote with [voter-registration] 

organizations.”  League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-

186, Complaint at 48-51 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). 

iii. The Vote-By-Mail Application Restriction.  SB 90 imposes new requirements on voters 

applying for a vote-by-mail ballot.  Both the voter seeking a vote-by-mail ballot and 

anyone making a request for such a ballot on behalf of a voter must provide a Florida 

driver’s license number, their Florida identification card number, or the last four digits of 

the voter’s and the requestor’s social security number.  SB 90 also requires Supervisors 

of Elections to verify the information matches the county’s voter registration records and 

expressly bars SOEs from providing vote-by-mail ballots unless the requirements are 

satisfied.  Plaintiffs state that there is no evidence of fraud or abuse from voters using 

vote-by-mail ballots and no evidence of individuals impersonating other voters via such 

ballots, and the new restrictions set forth by SB 90 are unnecessary and will lead to 

arbitrary rejection of mail ballot requests.  Plaintiffs reason that many voters in Florida 

lack the specified documents and others will be barred from obtaining a vote-by-mail 

ballot because (e.g., years later) they cannot remember the document they used when 

registering to vote.  Finally, tens of thousands of voters across Florida lack photo 

identifications or social security numbers, and these voters are disproportionately from 

the Black and Latino communities. See Florida Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 

4:21-cv-201, Complaint at 61-66 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021). 

iv. The Vote-by-Mail Repeat Request Requirements.  SB 90 created a requirement that all 

voters make new requests for vote-by-mail ballots every general election cycle, changing 

rules that have been in effect since 2007.  This imposes significant burdens both on voters 

and voter-registration organizations, and on the election officials that must process the 

registrations, and legislative testimony suggested many voters would be unaware their 

vote-by-mail requests had expired until it was too late. League of Women Voters of Fla., 

Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 43-45 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021).  

See also Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187, Complaint at 

44-45 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). 

v. The Line Warming Restriction.  The term “Line Warming” refers to efforts to support and 

encourage voters who must wait in extended lines to continue to remain in line – 
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including providing food, water, chairs, umbrellas and other services (e.g., offering 

language assistance).  Florida law bars “solicitation” of voters within 150 feet of a voting 

place.60  SB 90 expanded the definition of soliciting or solicitation to include “engaging 

in any activity with the intent to influence or effect of influencing a voter.” See Florida 

Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-201, Complaint at 67 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 

2021) (citing Fla. Stat. Ann. § 102.031(4)(b) (West 2021)).  The plaintiffs argue that 

nothing in the law restricts the term “influencing a voter” to influencing how a voter 

votes, i.e., the provision would effectively bar activities to support or encourage voters to 

remain in line to exercise their right to vote.  The plaintiffs also explain that the Line 

Warming Restriction will impact Black and Latino voters disproportionately because 

these voters historically have had longer wait times than other precincts and that churches 

and community organizations supporting these voters traditionally provide support to 

voters waiting in line. See Florida Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-201, 

Complaint at 66-69 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021);, League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et 

al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021); Fla. State Conf. of the 

NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187, Complaint at 45-51 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). 

vi. Volunteer Assistance Ban.  SB 90 makes it a crime even for unpaid volunteers61 to return 

more than two vote-by-mail ballots to the voter’s county to be counted, with narrow 

exceptions for immediate family members.   League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. 

v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 40-42 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021).  The 

plaintiffs in League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186 

(N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021) explain that this criminalizes widespread forms of assistance that 

are essential to senior voters, voters with disabilities, and voters for whom returning 

ballots during business hours is difficult, and that communities of color in Florida have 

historically depended on community and volunteer-based ballot collection efforts. League 

of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 42-43 

(N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). See also Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 

4:21-cv-187, Complaint at 42-43 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021) (“Third-party ballot return is 

especially important for Black and Latino voters, who are less likely to have access to a 

vehicle and less likely to be able to secure time off work . . . . [and] also important for 

 
60 Prior to SB 90, solicitation was the act of “seeking or attempting to seek any vote, fact, opinion, or 

contribution; distributing or attempting to distribute any political campaign material, leaflet, or handout; conducting 

a poll except as specified in this paragraph [exempting exit polling]; seeking or attempting to seek a signature on any 

petition; and selling or attempting to sell any item.” See Florida Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-201, 

Complaint at 67 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021) (citing Fla. Stat. § 102.031(4)(b) (2020)). 

61 Existing law had made it a crime to return more than two ballots in exchange for “a pecuniary or other 

benefit.”  Fla. Stat. § 104.0616.  See Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187 (N.D. Fla. 

May 6, 2021); League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 40-42 (N.D. 

Fla. May 6, 2021).  
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voters with disabilities, who are more likely to have difficulty returning their ballot on 

their own.”). 

The plaintiffs in the class action Florida Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-201 

(N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021) allege that the legislation violates the U.S. constitution and the Voting 

Rights Act of 196562 through provisions that “individually and cumulatively, make voting more 

burdensome, particularly for Black, Latino, and disabled voters.” Florida Rising Together et al. 

v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-201, Complaint at 9 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021).  The plaintiffs in 

Florida Rising Together request, inter alia, the court to issue a declaratory judgment that the 

Secure Drop Box Restriction, the Vote-By-Mail Application Restriction, the Line Warming 

Restriction, and the Voter Registration Disclaimer violate the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and the 

U.S. Constitution, and enjoin their enforcement. See Florida Rising Together et al. v. Lee et al., 

No. 4:21-cv-201, Complaint at 90 (N.D. Fla. May 17, 2021).   

The plaintiffs in League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, (N.D. 

Fla. May 6, 2021) allege that the legislation will “make it more difficult for certain types of 

voters to participate in the state’s elections . . . such as Florida’s senior voters, youngest voters, 

and minority voters.”  League of Women Voters of Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, 

Complaint at 8 N.D. Fla. (May 6, 2021).  They request, inter alia, that the court issue declaratory 

judgment that the Secure Drop Box Restriction, Voter Registration Disclaimer, Vote-by-Mail 

Repeat Request Requirement, Line Warming Restriction, and Volunteer Assistance Ban violate 

the U.S. Constitution, and that the court enjoin their enforcement. League of Women Voters of 

Fla., Inc. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-186, Complaint at 51-68 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). 

The plaintiffs in Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187 (N.D. Fla. 

May 6, 2021) allege that each of these provisions “places undue burdens on the right to vote” and 

“the brunt of the harm will be borne by Black voters, Latino voters, elderly voters, and voters 

with disabilities.” Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187, Complaint 

at 10 (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021).  They request, inter alia, that the court issue declaratory judgment 

that the Secure Drop box Restriction, Vote-by-Mail Repeat Request Requirement, Line Warming 

Restriction, and Volunteer Assistance Ban violate the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the Americans 

with Disabilities Act, and the U.S. Constitution, and enjoin their enforcement.  Fla. State Conf. 

of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187, Complaint at 82-84  (N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021).  

Furthermore, the plaintiffs request an order retaining jurisdiction under Section 3(c) of the 

Voting Rights Act to require Florida seek preclearance by the court for future changes to voting 

laws. Fla. State Conf. of the NAACP et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-187, Complaint at 83-84  

(N.D. Fla. May 6, 2021). 

 
62 The Voting Rights Act of 1965 is codified under 52 U.S.C. §§ 10301-10314, 10501-10508, and 10701-

10702 (formerly 42 U.S.C. 1973 to 1973bb). 
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The plaintiffs in Harriet Tubman Freedom Fighters Corp. et al. v. Lee et al., No. 4:21-cv-242 

(N.D. Fla. June 14, 2021) allege that the legislation violates the U.S. Constitution, and they 

request, inter alia, that the court issue a declaratory judgment declaring the Voter Registration 

Disclaimer violates the U.S. Constitution and enjoin enforcement of the provision.  Complaint at 

1-2, Harriet Tubman Freedom Fighters Corp. et al. v. Lee, No. 4:21-cv-242 (N.D. Fla. June 14, 

2021). 

IV. Florida’s Record of Racialized Campaigns 

In assessing the need for remedies under the Voting Rights Act, information about the 

behavior of actors in political campaigns can be a relevant consideration in the determining the 

need for voting rights remedies. Courts usually examine how elected officials, election 

administrators, candidates and others conduct themselves, particularly where candidates of color 

are involved, as a window into the systemic racial disparities that are born of racial bias n the the 

jurisdictions political process.  These activities can help chart the existence of widespread 

discrimination that often works to activate racialized behavior in politics like racially polarized 

voting.  Legal analysis focuses on these matters because they can work together to limit or deny 

the ability of minority communities to participate meaningfully.63   

Under Section 2 of the VRA, this concept is captured in the totality of circumstances test, 

in which courts are called to consider multiple elements in a community related to history, 

economics, and sociology and how they might contribute to a finding of racial vote dilution.  The 

Court has recently demanded attention to link these findings to racial bias in the political process.  

Although the legislative record supporting the test named nine factors courts should use in 

judging dilution cases, based to some degree upon earlier court findings, its report did not 

indicate how much weight to assign any single factor. Rather the Senate Report and the language 

of section 2 indicates that courts consider the "totality of the circumstances" and flexibly use 

those factors to determine a section 2 violation.64 

In practice, courts have accorded significant weight to testimony that reveals racial 

appeals to voters by public and private actors, race-based candidate attacks, and voter 

intimidation.65  As it is more directed to campaign activity, this type of evidence can more 

clearly demonstrate that the political environment in a jurisdiction is untenably fraught for 

minority voters and the candidates they prefer.  Accordingly, indicators of race discrimination 

 
63 See Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986).   
64 Section 2 was amended by Congress in 1982 to establish an “effects” test to determine violations of the 

Act instead of the traditional requirement that plaintiffs prove that the voting practice was enacted for a 

discriminatory purpose. Voting Rights Act of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-205 § 3, 96 Stat. 134 (1982); S. REP. NO. 97-417 

(1982).   
65 See Gingles at 85. 
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and animus expressed during political campaigns are critical elements in deciding if a challenged 

rule or procedure operates in a dilutive manner.   

Florida has been a focal point for several egregious examples of race-based campaigning 

language and tactics since Shelby County.  These instances have been well-documented in the 

press, and they involve actors and campaigns at the federal, state and local levels.  Taken as a 

whole, they cannot be readily dismissed as isolated. Rather, this brand of behavior has been 

sustained in part because they have proven to be effective tactics that resonate with a large share 

of voters. A brief review of some of the Florida-specific cases follows. 

One cannot engage in this analysis without focusing on the unprecedented ways in which 

the campaign of the 45th President of the United States targeted racial messages and comments, 

especially toward immigrant communities and African Americans.  His base of operations during 

the presidency was in southern Florida, and his campaign strategy largely hinged on the ability to 

boost turnout in rural and suburban counties to win the electoral votes of that state.66 

One readily recalls the fact that Donald Trump was an early and frequent promoter of the 

so-called “birther” conspiracy about his predecessor in the office, Barack Obama.  Trump’s 

emergence as a political contender for the White House in 2016 is partly due to his public 

statements that fueled a demonstrably false narrative that Barack Obama was not a natural-born 

citizen and thus not lawfully entitled to serve as president.67  Never had such an outlandish claim 

been lodged against a sitting president, and the argument’s debut to raise questions about the 

loyalties and intentions of the nation’s first African American president was not coincidental. 

The decidedly xenophobic tone of these attacks on Obama was a prelude to the core 

rhetoric of Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, which began with the candidate’s wide ranging 

speech warning of the dangers of immigration reform (a policy advanced by the Obama 

administration through the DREAM Act).  Trump in his official campaign launch announcement 

stated that Mexico wasn’t sending its best people to immigrate.  Instead, they were “rapists and 

murderers” in gangs that were crossing the border in record numbers to threaten American 

citizens (an assertion later categorized as false by the Washington Post).68           

 
66 See Andrew Pantaz, “Trump’s Winning Florida Strategy: Forget The Cities, Show Me The Suburbs.” 

https://www.jacksonville.com/news/2016-11-09/trump-s-winning-florida-strategy-forget-cities-show-me-suburbs 

(Nov. 9, 2016). 
67 See Alana Abramson, “How Trump Perpetuated the Birther Movement for Years,” 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-perpetuated-birther-movement-years/story?id=42138176 (Sept. 16, 

2016).  Note that during his re-election campaign in 2020, Donald Trump advanced a similar theory against then 

candidate Kamala Harris (who is African American and South Asian), See “Trump stokes 'birther' conspiracy theory 

about Kamala Harris.” https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53774289 (Aug. 14, 2020). 
68 See Michelle Ye Hee Lee “Donald Trump’s False Comments Connecting Mexican Immigrants and 

Crime,” Washington Post (July 8, 2015). 

https://www.jacksonville.com/news/2016-11-09/trump-s-winning-florida-strategy-forget-cities-show-me-suburbs
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/donald-trump-perpetuated-birther-movement-years/story?id=42138176
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-53774289
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The race-baiting tactics continued during the Trump team’s term in the White House, and 

the tactic was directed at Florida politicians of color.  Following the fatal attack on U.S. soldiers 

in Niger, the President and his staff became enmeshed in a dispute about whether his comments 

during a call to a grieving family were inappropriate.  In a phone conversation with the widow of 

the lone black member of the ill-fated military unit, President Trump was alleged to have 

forgotten the name of the fallen solider and also stated that the solider “knew what he signed up 

for, but I guess it still hurts.”69  This shocking account of a presidential consolation call was 

offered to the public by Representative Frederica Wilson, a black Florida Congresswoman who 

was present with the widow during the phone call in question.   

The President not only disputed the Congresswoman’s story, but he launched a broadside 

attack on her veracity and character in the dispute.  He first described the Congresswoman as 

“wacky” in a tweet that also maintained he had a perfectly respectful conversation with the 

family of the fallen soldier.70  He further suggested that Congresswoman was not being truthful 

because she could not even have heard his exchange with the widow.  Next, the White House 

Chief of Staff John Kelly took to the White House Press Room to lob a series of false attacks 

about the Congresswoman’s own statements during prior speeches in her Florida district.71 The 

apparent intention was to raise questions about her veracity and character related to the 

president’s call.  

None of the allegations from the Chief of Staff about the Congresswoman’s prior 

statements were true, which several news outlets quickly reported based on their 

contemporaneous records of the Congresswoman’s speeches.72  Neither the president nor any 

other officer in the White House ever acknowledged the falsity of these statements or apologized 

for the very personal nature of the attacks. Yet despite the silence on the matter, the incident fits 

a troubling pattern of the White House targeting black women elected officials not simply for 

their viewpoints but their very existence.  Representative Wilson’s case joins those of 

Representative Maxine Waters and then Senator Kamala Harris as examples of the White House 

style of attack that extends beyond the political to the personal. 

 A. 2018 Florida Governor’s Race 

The 2018 campaign for Florida governor revealed perhaps some of the most brazen examples of 

race-baiting in campaigns in Florida.  The Republican candidate for governor, Congressman Ron 

DeSantis was President Trump’s preferred choice as the party’s nominee; the endorsement 

helped him defeat a series of other conservative candidates. His African American opponent, 

Tallahassee Mayor Andrew Gillum, emerged from a contested Democratic primary as the 

 
69 Marc Caputo, “Trump is Messing with the Wrong Woman,” Politico (Oct. 20, 2017). 
70 Id. 
71 Id. 
72 See, e.g., Eric Garcia, “Wilson on Kelly Criticism: ‘He Can’t Lie on Me’” Roll Call (Oct. 20, 2017); 

“Fact-checking the John Kelly-Frederica Wilson Controversy” CBS News, (Oct. 21, 2017). 
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surprise leader in a crowded field.73  Whether focusing on the principal candidates or on 

independent organizations in the general election campaign, one would be hard pressed to find 

more blatant examples of racial invective launched during a campaign. 74 

As an organization, the DeSantis campaign made several appearances that bought the 

candidate in close connection with racist groups and controversial figures.  For example, he 

participated as a featured speaker at a convention hosted by David Horwitz, an individual who 

was well-known for peddling racist conspiracy theories in the media.75  Records also showed that 

Horwitz was a major donor to the DeSantis campaign.76  Upon questioning about the apparent 

association, DeSantis denied knowledge about any of Horwitz’s views but refused to return the 

campaign donation, noting: “How the hell am I supposed to know everybody’s views?”77   

For his own part, though, DeSantis made very racially insensitive comments during this 

campaign that also bear mention.  The attacks on his opponent sounded in themes very familiar 

to those who study racially charged campaigns.  For example, DeSantis described Gillum as “an 

articulate spokesman for those far-left views.”78  He then warned Florida voters not to “monkey 

this up” on Election Day, invoking a not so subtle racist epithet to his black opponent: “The last 

thing we need to do is monkey this up by trying to embrace a socialist agenda with huge tax 

increases and bankrupting the state."  The attacks went beyond legitimate questions about the 

mayor’s handling of policy and to troubling asserted connections between his race and his fitness 

for the job.   

The third-party campaign activity was replete with even more explicitly racist appeals 

meant to favor DeSantis over Gillum.  In two distinct waves, a group called the Road to Power 

funded robocalls to Florida voters, referring to Gillum as a “negro” and a “monkey.”  The group 

has been categorized as running “right wing extremist website” by the Anti-Defamation League.  

The peculiar echo to DeSantis’ own comments invoking the term “monkey” bears some mention 

here.  The trope is long associated with African Americans and even if not coordinated, 

reinforces offensive stereotypes that can shape voter attitudes. 

In response to these invectives, Gillum questioned whether the pattern of behavior 

associated with the DeSantis campaign was merely happenstance or something more.  In one 

 
73 Aric Chokey, Campaign Cash in Florida’s 2018 Race for Governor Sun-Sentinal www.projects.sun-

sentinal.com (Nov. 7, 2018). 
74 Dylan Scott, How Racist Robocalls and an FBI Inquiry are Shaking up the Florida Governors Race” Vox 

(Nov. 6, 2018). 
75 Beth Reinhard and Emma Brown, “GOP Candidate for Fla. Governor Spoke at Racially Charged 

Events,” Washington Post Sept, 9, 2018). 
76 Id. 
77  Elizabeth Koh, Five Takeaways from Andrew Gillum and Ron DeSantis’ Final Gubernatorial Debate” 

Miami Herald (Oct. 15, 2018) 
78 Julia Jacobs, “DeSantis Warns Florida Not to ‘Monkey This Up” and Many Hear a Racist Dog Whistle.” 

NY Times (Aug. 29, 2018). 

http://www.projects.sun-sentinal.com/
http://www.projects.sun-sentinal.com/
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debate, in response to protests from DeSantis about the suggestion that he associated with racists 

was unfair, Gillum offered: “I’m not saying that you’re a racist.  I just know that people who are 

racists believe that you are a racist.”   

The reliance on racially incendiary appeals and tactics in Florida has not been limited to 

high profile candidates and campaigns.  In the 2018 race, for example, Kathy Gibson, a GOP 

leader in Orange County, claimed that her social media account had been hacked when observers 

found racist presentations there of candidate Andrew Gillum, including the patently false claims 

that Gillum was planning a move as Governor to issue a mandate forcing all Floridians pay black 

people reparations on account of slavery.79  During the same election cycle, a far more base and 

overt tactic from the race-baiting playbook was deployed in a campaign at the local level.  A 

black candidate for Palm Bay’s City Council confronted news that his campaign signs had been 

vandalized with the racial epithet “No N****s.”80 

The use of Facebook and other social media platforms are becoming the preferred method of 

spreading racist smears, particularly with the ability to customize messaging for subgroups. Their 

widespread deployment in the 2020 election targeting different Floridians has taken the robocall 

strategy to a more elaborate level.81  This time, the target audience was Latino/Hispanic voters, 

specifically those with Cuban and Central American ancestry.  The messaging focused on the 

allegation that socialist policies are rampant among the Democratic party and invoked the name 

of billionaire philanthropist George Soros to stoke fears about government takeovers by non-

white, non-Christian interests.  These messages carried special resonance among communities 

with a recent history of living under repressive socialist regimes.82 More to the point, however, 

the ads developed some of the same Deep State arguments associated with the Q Anon 

conspiracy theory and accused the Biden campaign of delivering a government run by Jews and 

blacks. 

CONCLUSION 

The aforementioned episodes paint a very clear picture of serious shortcomings in the State of 

Florida and its management of a voting system that continually fails its citizens.  Without the 

fulsome preclearance review afforded by the Voting Rights Act, these issues cannot not be 

addressed meaningfully until long after these new state policies are in place and a lawsuit 

receives a full hearing.   Turning to traditional courtroom remedies for protection, citizens face a 

process that requires significantly more resources and tends not to yield immediate results.  

 
79 Steven Lemongello, Ron DeSantis Demands Orange GOP Official Resign Over Charged Post on Andrew 

Gillum” Orlando Sentinel (Sep. 4, 2018). 
80 Rick Neale, “Racial Slur Painted on Palm Bay City Council Candidate’s Campaign Yard Sign,” Florida 

Today, (Aug. 10, 2018). 
81 Sabrina Rodriguez and Marc Caputo, “’This is F-ing Crazy’ Florida Latinos Swamped by Wild 

Conspiracy Theories,” Politico (Sept. 14, 2020). 
82 Id. 
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Meanwhile, the election cycles in Florida continue to move in the absence of these significant 

protections of the right to vote.  The result has been a story of Florida elections that fall quite 

short of the standard of free and fair, which cries out for new federal legislation that can 

adequately secure the voting rights of every citizen. 
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Appendix P: Fraction of Black and White Individuals in the 48 Counties with Estimates of $0 LFOs Owed who are 
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Expert. Rep.], Jones v. DeSantis, 410 F. Supp. 3d 1284 (N.D. Fla. 2019) (No. 4:19-cv-300), 

https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/events/98-

3%20Memo%20Ex%20A%20Dan%20Smith%20Rep_.pdf. 

https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/events/98-3%2520Memo%2520Ex%2520A%2520Dan%2520Smith%2520Rep_.pdf
https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/events/98-3%2520Memo%2520Ex%2520A%2520Dan%2520Smith%2520Rep_.pdf
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Appendix Q: Estimates of Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions, not in FDC’s OBIS Database, 

across 48 Florida Counties, by Race110 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
110 Id. at 33. 
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Appendix R: Fraction of Black and White Individuals in the 48 Counties with Estimates of $0 LFOs Owed who are 

in the FDC’s OBIS Database, by County111 

 

 

  

 
111 Id. at 37. 
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Appendix S: Estimates of Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions, in the FDC’s OBIS Database, 

across 48 Florida Counties, by Race112 
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Appendix T: LFOs Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions, FDC, and County Data (and 

Combined)113 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
113 Second Supplemental Expert Report by Professor Daniel A. Smith, Ph.D. at 15 (Mar. 2, 2020) 

[hereinafter Smith Second Supp. Expert. Rep.], Jones v. DeSantis, 410 F. Supp. 3d 1284 (N.D. Fla. 2019) (No. 4:19-

cv-300), https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2020-

05/Smith%20Second%20Supplemental%20Report.pdf. 

https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2020-05/Smith%2520Second%2520Supplemental%2520Report.pdf
https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2020-05/Smith%2520Second%2520Supplemental%2520Report.pdf
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Appendix U: Estimates of LFOs Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions, FDC, and County Data 

(and Combined), by Race114 
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Appendix V: Combined LFOs Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions (FDC and County 

Control/Supervision), by Race115 
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Appendix W: LFOs Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions who are Not in FDC’s OBIS 

Database, by Race116 
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Appendix X: LFOs Balance Due of Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions who are in FDC’s OBIS Database, by 

Race117 
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Appendix Y: Escambia County, LFOs Balance Due of Otherwise Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions 

Represented by a Public Defender, by Race118 
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Appendix Z: Escambia County, LFOs Balance Due of Otherwise Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions 

Represented Not by a Public Defender, by Race119 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
119 Second Supplemental Expert Report by Professor Daniel A. Smith, Ph.D. at 31–32 (Mar. 2, 2020) 

[hereinafter Smith Second Supp. Expert. Rep.], Jones v. DeSantis, 410 F. Supp. 3d 1284 (N.D. Fla. 2019) (No. 4:19-

cv-300), https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2020-

05/Smith%20Second%20Supplemental%20Report.pdf. 

https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2020-05/Smith%2520Second%2520Supplemental%2520Report.pdf
https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/2020-05/Smith%2520Second%2520Supplemental%2520Report.pdf
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Appendix AA: Lake County, LFOs Balance Due of Otherwise Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions 

Represented by a Public Defender, by Race120 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
120 Id. at 33–34. 
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Appendix BB: Lake County, LFOs Balance Due of Otherwise Eligible Persons with Felony Convictions Not 

Represented by a Public Defender, by Race121 
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APPENDIX CC: FELON RE-ENFRANCHISEMENT 
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APPENDIX CC: FELON RE-ENFRANCHISEMENT (continued) 

 

  

 

 


